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An• we t,,lldng nboul pumpi1\1~ out lo the surge ha$ins right now?
Yes
So we will nlwnysw b0 pumping ot the smge bnsins
1'm We could bt~ ovcl'flowing
Going to the storm ponds during the storm; when we raise our cnpnbilitics thcire will be
JC
less going to the storm basins.
TH Nowing the situatiol\ with Brooktrials do you feel it would be prudent to put n flow dart,
At this stage we need to rnvolve Brooktreials (Mik~ Chapman) JC
SD
Docs this need to be instanlcous, or total flow for the pond - you will have the number.
TH
This is more of a perceptional thing - JC' s point about brining in Brooktrails at this point.
Steve always thought there would be some m etering device upstream from thje plant always his intent.
SD
We would be able to collect data on the effect of rainfall on the plant TH Each of the agencies, Brooktrials/COW will need this datai advantageous Information will be needed in the future
JC
TL
Should be as accruatge as possible
TH
lndustrty standard accuracy is a flow dart- we could defuse the whole thing and put a
device upstream from the palnt
SD Put a memo together on upstream flow;
if there is going to be a in.fluent meter,
hwat Brooktrails flow will be based on ... and then send to Brooktrails and let them review.
TL
I think we should have
TH
Who's in the best position to write that
JC
If you can give me a suggestion of what
TL
He is an expert on flow meters - entire spectrum of what's available on the market and
what the good points are and what the weak spots are.
Terry Lewis will write technical memo to JC and JC will forward it to the fellow
ACTION:
up in Oregon to be shared with Brooktrails. Memo to be QA by Donovan.
JC
The local rep in Santa Rosa - is not dependable. Water Plant had a flow dart that went out
that was 14 months old, no warranty and can't get parts.
Without support or ongoing maintenance
TH
JC
Looks like Hock will be taking ove rhte Marsh Mc Burney - If Scott gets it
TH
In terms of your preference, if flow dart was to have a good rep in the area would that be
your first choicei
JC
Yes
TH
City is actually prep for this C/C and City Manager, and bounced off of Brooktrials. We can
reference an alternative if we can't find a decent rep.
SD
Concurred.
SD
How are we going to measure flows to the surge basin JC
Yes, it would be nice.
SD
If it's all pumped, mag meter.
TL
It would be a secondary it£m of oinformation; you would have your total pump frlow from
the influent meter, you would have mag meters on the pwnp station for the entire, then the
meters on the ponds to let you know what was being
off.
MD Then are we ~g this twice;
SF
Mark and I've discussed hti sbefore, the bypass in the interim
box to the surge
basin from the influent box, then that flow would be measured twice- that's a dil;cus.gon
that has more to do with the storm water. This can be resolved today or the design meeting.
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